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        Restaurant & Dining
 Dine beside swaying coconut palms with views out to the pool and tropical gardens beyond. Mangoes Restaurant and Bar continues the heritage of fine food among Port Vila Restaurants, adding local twists that have confirmed our reputation as one of the best restaurants in Port Vila. Popular with discerning foodies, Mangoes Restaurant is known for its seasonal menus based on fresh organic produce. Toast your stay with a tropical cocktail, or two, from our in-house mixologist. We look forward to hosting you soon.
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Crafting innovative dishes with the best local produce. At breakfast, from 7am daily, you’ll be presented with a tasty selection of pancakes, breakfast bowls, bacon and egg burgers, tropical fruit salads.

 See Menu  
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Lunch offers ceasar salads, bao buns, buttermilk chicken burgers and succulent prawns with fragrant pawpaw spiked with tropical excitement.

 See Menu  
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Dinner is heavenly for gourmet palates. After gorgeous tropical cocktails on the pool terrace, try Mangoes’ famed seafood platter including crab or lobster. Savour salt and pepper squid, freshly caught fish, prawn dishes or a tasty curry....

 See Menu  
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Sip on a classic Martini in the sun, or try something new and fruity like our famous Island Tempter.. One of Port Vila’s most replete cocktail lists, crafted by our inhouse cocktail creators.

 See Menu  
 




   What our previous guests have said
  
Wonderful, wonderful, wonderful. Fab staff, fab restaurant. Beautiful rooms and gardens. Can't wait to go back.
Mitchell Swann


Loved staying here and the restaurant next door was a bonus. Everything was well organised and everything you look for in a resort. Really enjoyed my vacation
Vanessa


Lovely rooms, very clean, beautiful gardens, lovely helpful staff.
Sam Rt
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          Get In Touch
 Have any questions? Contact us.
 [email protected] +678 24923 Contact Us 
 
   Follow Us
Check us out on Social Media
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